MESA Smart Manufacturing Community
MONTH 1 STATISTICS
August 2018

The MESA Smart Manufacturing Community Groups are an EXPERIMENT. Members & non-Members can engage in CONVERSATION about key topics for Smart Manufacturing to learn & hear others’ experiences. NO PRESSURE to write or review content, NO FEE until the participant realizes how much more is available for MESA Members.

SMART MANUFACTURING COMMUNITY GROUPS KNOWLEDGE EXCHANGE

5 GROUPS
Analytics & Big Data
MES & Its Role
Smart Factory
Digital Thread/Twin
Smart Supply Chain
30+ TOPICS SO FAR

INTEREST
Participants Registered
103

GLOBAL REACH
REGISTRANTS FROM
25 COUNTRIES
6 OF 7 CONTINENTS!

MESA MEMBERSHIP STATUS

Many New to MESA
Members - named 14%
Members - not named 22%
Not members 42%
Don’t know 22%

STORIES & NARRATIVES
CONTACTS FOR
144 CASES

GROUP CALLS
Live call-ins per topic
Smart Supply Chain
Digital Thread / Twin
Smart Factory
MES Role
Analytics & Big Data

Average # of PARTICIPANTS
14.4
Not including MESA SM & Iyno

LIVE CALL PARTICIPANTS FROM
10 COUNTRIES
40% by countries registered

INDUSTRIES REPRESENTED
ON LIVE CALLS
19
PROCESS, BATCH, DISCRETE, Software, Services, Education

Bring this network of peer experts into your own discussions!
TO PARTICIPATE – SIGN UP or LEARN MORE
SMART MANUFACTURING COMMUNITY LINKEDIN GROUP